considered clinically to be benign, 42 harboured malignancy on histological examination whereas of the 38 cases suspected clinically to be malignant, 21 were histologically benign. 1311-Thyroid scanning also lacked sensitivity in identifying malignant nodules since the prevalence of malignancy in cases which were 'cold' (44/ 316) was not significantly different from that amongst the 'uniform' cases (15/142) . Fine-needle aspiration cytology, although the most sensitive and specific evaluating modality, did not decrease the number of operations for solitary thyroid nodules nor did it increase the incidence ofmalignancy amongst the operated cases, because of its limitations in differentiating benign from malignant follicular neoplasms. The conditions under which surgery was advocated are described.
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In the management of solitary nodules of the thyroid gland various evaluating procedures are utilised in an effort to differentiate between benign and malignant nodules and avoid unnecessary surgery. However, despite the use of different diagnostic modalities, it is practically impossible to exclude nodules which might not harbour malignancy. This dilemma is compounded in endemic goitrous areas where large numbers of patients with thyroid swellings may feel well and be able to perform normal work without bothering about the neck swelling which is prevalent amongst relatives and friends. This presents severe difficulties for the physician who regards all such swellings as neoplastic disorders, requiring active management. Further, the higher percentage of thyroid cancer, with a preponderance of follicular cancers in endemic areas,' precludes the use of fine-needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) as a reliable diagnostic tool as it cannot differentiate between benign and malignant follicular neoplasms. 2 Hemithyroidectomy was performed in patients with a pre-operative diagnosis of a benign nodule; in 20 patients a completion (near-total) thyroidectomy was performed on receipt of the histological diagnosis of malignancy. In patients with a definitive diagnosis of cancer established by FNAC, near-total thy- 
Results
The prevalence of malignancy in solitary thyroid nodules in the present study was 10.8% (59/546). There was no significant difference in the prevalence of malignancy in patients below and above 40 years of age. There was a higher prevalence in male patients; although the overall male to female ratio was 1:2.1, the ratio was 1:0.9 amongst those with malignant nodules. In females, the prevalence of malignancy was significantly higher in patients above 40 years (11/92) "'II-Thyroid scanning was the main screening procedure used in the present study. Of the 316 'cold' scans, 44 (13.9%) were malignant; of the 142 'uniform' scans, 15 (10.6%) were malignant, while none of the 88 'hot' scans were malignant. The difference in the prevalence of malignancy between the 'cold' and the 'uniform' scans was not statistically significant (p < 0.5), even when correlated for patients below and above 40 years of age or separately in the two sexes. Thus, although scanning could assess the functional status of of the nodule, pain and pressure symptoms, and hard physical character of the nodule have been reported to be predictive of malignancy in 20-60% of patients.5 History and examination can be regarded as poor predictors of malignancy, however, in the present study, since in only 7% of nodules could a suspicion of malignancy be harboured on the basis of clinical examination, and of these less than half were malignant. We did find, however, that nodules occurring in males of all age groups and in females above 40 years of age should be viewed with a higher degree of clinical suspicion for malignancy. Radionuclide thyroid scanning was previously employed extensively to screen for malignancy. In 'cold' scans, the prevalence of malignancy was reported to be up to 31%,6 while 'hot' scans were rarely malignant. The main limitation of the scanning procedure is that it cannot distinguish benign from malignant nodules and, since the majority of surgically treated 'cold' nodules are benign histologically, this evaluating modality cannot be considered a sensitive or specific diagnostic option. It is also not cost effective7 and has been reported to be associated with the risk of radiation exposure.8 It is significant that, in the present study, the prevalence of malignancy in 'cold' nodules was not statistically different from that occurring in the 'uniform' scans. Thyroid nuclide scanning was, therefore, not a sensitive discriminant of malignancy.
FNAC has been recognised as a sensitive, specific, and cost-effective diagnostic aid in selecting solitary thyroid nodules for surgery.?',-4 Routine use of the procedure has been reported to decrease the cost of treatment, decrease the number of operations performed and increase the number of surgically proven cancers.2"4 However, these findings were not corroborated by the present study. Firstly, the study underlined the main limitation of FNAC, especially pertinent in endemic areas with a higher percentage of follicular neoplasms, ie, its inability to differentiate benign from malignant follicular tomours."9-'4 A suspicious cytologic finding always needs surgical treatment since 10-50% (21.9% of the 32 suspicious cytologic reports in the present study) are histologically malignant.'5 Secondly, the number of operations performed did not decrease in the present series, nor was there any significant increase in the number of surgically proven cancers. A possible explanation for this discrepancy could be the reasons, outlined above, for advising surgery in our patients; the reported virulent behaviour of thyroid cancers, even in their early stages, in endemic goitrous areas,4 also dictates that nodules with a clinical suspicion of malignancy be removed surgically. Patients presenting late in the course of the disease with large nodules, with or without pressure symptoms, account for a substantial number of operations performed.
Thus, of all the evaluating procedures employed, FNAC was found to be the most reliable and safe modality, providing more specific information than was attainable with the other techniques. However, especially in endemic goitrous area, FNAC cannot be regarded as a complete answer and it is suggested that a combination of diagnostic procedures should be employed to differentiate between benign and malignant tumours, with clinical judgement forming an essential evaluating step in decision making.
A therapeutic decision for a patient presenting with a solitary thyroid nodule, based on the investigative modalities described above, is outlined in the figure. Surgery for solid 'cold' and 'uniform' nodules was advised if the cytologic report suggested cancer and in large nodules producing pressure symptoms; other indications for operation were cosmesis, a clinical suspicion of malignancy, and male sex. Thyroid suppression has been used as a diagnostic and therapeutic modality such that, following three to six months of therapy, if the tumour decreases in size it can be regarded as benign and can be managed with life-long hormone suppression.7'-106 However, in the present study it was not common practice to subject patients to hormone suppression, primarily due to the fact that since both benign and malignant nodules may respond to such therapy, a decrease in the size of the nodule may not always signify its benign nature."6"7 Besides, not all the patients in these areas were available for regular assessment of change in the size of the nodule.
Management of the cystic thyroid nodule has been facilitated by the diagnostic and therapeutic application of FNAC. Our approach to such lesions is guided by the findings in an earlier study in which 44.7% of the cysts were cured after one aspiration. Surgery was advised if the cysts recurred after one aspiration, when the cytology of the aspirated fluid was positive for malignancy, or if, after aspiration, a residual swelling persisted.2
Surgery is advocated for 'hot' nodules in hyperthyroid patients. Surgery for euthyroid 'hot' nodules may be suggested on the basis of reports that hyperthyroidism occurs more frequently in such lesions in males'8 and in older age groups.'8"9 The level of function is roughly proportional to nodule size,18-20 and hyperthyroidism is reported to occur when the solid component exceeds 3 cm.8 '20 Even in larger nodules, hyperthyroidism was more frequent in patients over 40 years of age.'" A follow-up study has also shown that euthyroid patients with 'hot' nodules become hyperthyroid within 1-15 years.'8'20 Hyperthyroidism has also been reported to be twice as common in nodules present for more than three years from the time they were first noticed, especially in patients over 40 years of age.
Thus, surgery for solitary thyroid nodules should be performed if there is any cytologic suspicion or evidence of malignancy or for hyperthyroidism. In endemic goitrous areas, however, more thyroidectomies are performed on the basis of a clinical suspicion of malignancy, as it is recognised that even early cancers behave virulently3 and the treating surgeon does not want to miss any cancer in solitary nodules in patients from socio-economically backward and remote areas who are likely to be lost to follow-up.
